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Abstract:
A great amount of research looks at whether information about lung mechanics can be obtained
using spirometry, as these mechanics give clinically useful information about lung condition and
disease progression. This study uses a time-varying elastance, single compartment lung model
to calculate lung mechanics of 15 tidally breathing healthy subjects. A plethysmograph with
a built-in shutter was used to induce an exponentially decaying airflow. Lung elastance and
respiratory system resistance were separated from the decay rate of flow caused by the shutter.
Occlusion resistance was calculated at shutter closure. To simulate upper airway obstruction,
progressively larger resistances were added to the plethysmograph mouthpiece.
Decay rates measured ranged from 5-42, with large intra-subject variation associated with
muscular breathing effort. Measured lung elastance ranged from 3.9-21.2 cmH2O/L and often
remained constant as resistance was increased. Resistance calculated from the decay rate was
very small, ranging from 0.15-1.95 cmH2Os/L. The low resistance is due to the airflow measured
originating from low resistance areas in the centre of airways. Occlusion resistance measurements
were as expected for healthy subjects, and followed the expected resistance trend as resistance
was increased.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spirometry provides information about lung condition
by creating flow-volume curves to show the results of
breathing manoeuvres. Due to it’s simplicity and low cost,
spirometry is the most commonly performed pulmonary
function test (Coates et al. (2014), Miller et al. (2005),
Owens et al. (1991)). Although spirometry results can be
used to guide therapy, information about the underlying
lung mechanics lungs is not readily available without
further testing (Ranu et al. (2011)). These underlying
mechanics change as disease progresses, providing a true,
potentially more accurate assessment of lung condition
in response to therapy and care. Hence, there is a need
to link easily obtained spirometry data with clinically
and physiologically relevant, identifiable models of lung
mechanics.

This proof of concept study presents a novel, model-based
technique to measure lung mechanics during tidal breath-
ing. It uses an extension of the single compartment lung
model, describing the lung with a time-varying elastance

and a time-invariant resistance. Hence, the lung mechanics
calculated were a total system resistance term and a time-
varying elastance, which represents the combination of
muscular respiratory effort and the lung’s elastic prop-
erties. Lung mechanics were calculated using shuttering
provided by a plethysmograph, so occlusion resistance is
also calculated.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Linear single compartment lung model

The single-compartment lung model is simple and intuitive
(Bates (2009)). It has been further developed, and applied
in the intensive care unit to estimate lung mechanics for
spontaneously breathing patients undergoing mechanical
ventilation therapy (Chiew et al. (2015, 2011)). The model
used in this study is a variation of this adapted dynamic
elastance, single compartment lung model, and is defined:

Edy(t)V (t) = RrsQ(t) + ErsV (t) (1)
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where t is time, Edy is a dynamic elastance representing
muscular breathing effort of spontaneous breathing to
create pressure, Ers is a constant respiratory system
elastance, Rrs is the combined resistance of the conducting
airway and external resistances, V is volume, Q is flow.

It is not possible to directly measure the respiratory
pressure driving flow, Edy(t)V (t), without an oesophageal
balloon or other highly invasive measures. As such, direct
calculation of lung mechanics is not possible from airflow
measurements of tidal breathing; The same airflow in
two subjects could be created by vastly different driving
pressures due to their individual lung mechanics. However,
a property of the lung predicted by the single compartment
model is an exponentially decaying airflow flow in response
to a large, sudden change in driving pressure (van Drunen
et al. (2013)). The Edy and Ers elastance terms can be
combined into a total driving elastance term, Ed. Solving
the resulting ODE for Q(t) yields:

Q(t) = Q0e
−tEd
Rrs (2)

Equation 2 shows the decay rate to airflow in response to a
large change in driving pressure depends on a combination
of the lung mechanics terms, Ed and Rrs.

2.2 Mechanics identification

A shutter built into a plethysmograph was used to in-
duce the large pressure changes needed to identify lung
mechanics. The shutter is closed for 200 ms, allowing
pressure across the respiratory system to equalise, which
standard procedure suggests is longer than the 100 ms
minimum required (Panagou et al. (2004)). When the shut-
ter is released, the pressure at the mouth will drop from
approximately the driving pressure to atmospheric pres-
sure, creating an exponentially decaying flow described by
Equation 2. An electrical circuit is used to simulate the
lung’s response to shuttering, with the shutter modeled as
a voltage controlled switch.

Fig. 1. Electrical model of the respiratory system with
voltage controlled switch at mouth. Component val-
ues were chosen to approximately match human res-
piratory mechanics (C = 200 uF, Raw = 500 Ohm,
frequency = 0.5 Hz, shutter duration = 200 ms). The
circuit was created and analysed in QUCS (Quite
Universal Circuit Simulator).

Figure 1 shows the electrical circuit used to simulate
the lung’s response to shuttering. The output of this
simulation, shown in Figure 2, shows measured airflow
is a superposition of flow created by respiratory muscles
and an exponentially decaying flow caused by the shutter

Fig. 2. Top: Signal generated to simulate shuttering. Bot-
tom: Modeled flow measurement. The expected re-
sponse is the superposition of sinusoidal flow due to
respiratory muscles, and exponential decay due to
shuttering.

reopening. Adaptive filtering was used to separate the
airflow due to respiratory muscles from the airflow due to
the shutter. During quiet tidal breathing, the breath-to-
breath variation in flow is fairly low, and breaths typically
have similar duration, flow profile, and maximum flow
rate. Hence, the average tidal airflow is calculated from all
breaths preceding the shuttered breath (typically 5 breaths
in this study). This average airflow is subtracted from the
airflow measured during shuttering to leave the response
to shuttering.

While the shutter is closed, there is no airflow to record and
pressure will approximate the driving respiratory pressure.
Thus, pressure measured momentarily before the shutter
is opened (P0) approximates the driving elastance when
the shutter is re-opened:

P0 = EdV0 (3)

Because volume is integrated flow, a cancellation occurs.
Consequently, the decay rate can simply be calculated
from the trace of measured airflow vs volume (QV loop)
typically measured by spirometry. If resistance and elas-
tance remain constant, a linear fit can be made and the
system resistance can be separated from the decay rate
using the dynamic elastance, Ed, from Equation 3:

Q(t)

V (t)
=

P0Ede
−tEd
Rrs

P0Rde
−tEd
Rrs

(4)

Subjects were asked to pant into the plethysmograph
mouthpiece. To simulate upper air way obstruction in
subjects, progressively increasing resistances were added
between the mouthpiece and sensors. The resistances used
were 0, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 cmH2Os/L, respectively. The
resistances were 3D printed venturis, designed specifically
for this study. At each resistance level, the shutter was
activated 5 times with a minimum of 5 normal breaths
between each shutter activation. This test was repeated
twice for each resistance level, with a several minute rest
between each test.
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subjects, progressively increasing resistances were added
between the mouthpiece and sensors. The resistances used
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between each test.

The occlusion resistance (ROCC) was calculated as per
standard method; The gradient of pressure from 30-75 ms
after shutter was closed was extrapolated backwards to
15 ms before closure. This value was divided by the airflow
recorded at that time to produce an estimate for airway
resistance.

2.3 Data

Fifteen healthy subjects were enrolled in this study (6
Female, 9 Male, Age 27±4, BMI 24.5±3.8, 3 Smokers).
All data used in this study was recorded by a Ganshorn
PowerCube Body plethysmograph using LFX 1.8 Respira-
tory Diagnostic Software. Shuttering was controlled using
the LFX software’s ROCC mode, configured for manually
triggered shuttering with a shutter closure duration of 200-
250 ms (typically 200 ms). Table 1 shows specific details
for each subject.

2.4 Ethics

The University of Canterbury Human Ethics Committee
granted approval for this study, and the collection and
use of the clinical data analysed in this study. Written,
informed consent was given by all subjects prior to partic-
ipation in this study.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Response to shuttering

The waveforms measured in this study match the simu-
lated waveforms presented in Figure 2, further supporting
the use of the single compartment lung model for simple
lung mechanics measurements. Exemplar measured wave-
forms for a shuttered breath with no added resistance
are shown in Figure 3. The QV loop presented is for the
airflow attributed to the shutter, shown by the dashed line
in Figure 3. All preceding tidal breaths along with the
calculated average waveform are presented along with the
shuttered waveform. For this breath, the flowrate remained
elevated above the average tidal flow rate for the entire
duration after shuttering.

Fig. 3. Flow (L/s) and pressure (Pa) traces measured
during shuttering. Top: Average tidal flow is shown
in purple, measured flow is red, and the difference
representing flow caused by shuttering is the dotted
line. Bottom: Pressure increases to approximate driv-
ing pressure while shutter is closed.

Fig. 4. Linear fits to the region between points A and B
defined by the lung’s response to shutter reopening,
and a longer region at end-expiration are shown (Flow
L/s, Volume L). Note: Linearity in a QV loop suggests
lung mechanics remain constant. The total volume
induced by the shutter has been translated in this
figure to have a minimum value of zero.

The elevated end-expiratory flow rate can be observed in
Figure 4. A non-zero gradient is present after the airflow
induced by shuttering has completely decayed. The re-
sponse of a short linear region, typically 20-50 mL, fol-
lowed by a long typically linear region can be observed for
all subjects at 0 cmH2Os/L added resistance. Non-linear
regions in the QV loop represent time-varying mechanics
not present in the average tidal breathing waveform.

3.2 Decay rates

The decay rate of flow was calculated from the QV loop for
each subject. Any decay rates identified as outliers were
not included in further analysis. Outliers are defined as
data greater than 1.5 standard deviations above the 75th

or below the 25th percentile. Decay rates were calculated
using a least-squares linear fit, with no decay rate calcu-
lated if the decaying region identified contained less than
3 datapoints. No other methods were used to exclude decay
rates from analysis.

The measured decay rate is expected to decrease as extra
resistance is added, because the decay rate is inversely
proportional to resistance. However, this trend was only
observed for 5/15 subjects (Subjects 1, 3, 5, 11, 14),
and only applied for the first three resistances (0, 0.4,
0.8 cmH2Os/L). Mean and standard deviation of decay
rates for all external resistance levels for all subjects
enrolled in this study are shown in Table 2. The decay
rates measured across all subjects and resistance levels
range from 5 to 42.

At each resistance level, a venturi was added after the
mouthpiece and before the sensors. Inserting the venturi
in this location added a significant amount of noise to the
flow data. An example of this noise can be seen in Figure 5.
As is the case in this example, the noise could obfuscate
the decay data completely.
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Table 1. Subject data. Smokers were included in this study.

Subject Sex Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) Smoker

1 M 30 190 100 n
2 M 38 175 100 n
3 M 32 187 87 n
4 M 29 183 95 n
5 F 24 173 80 y
6 M 29 183 78 n
7 M 23 185 73 y
8 M 23 184 71 n
9 M 27 178 90 n
10 F 29 168 62 n
11 F 22 167 53 n
12 F 29 161 53 y
13 F 23 164 64 n
14 F 25 172 70 n
15 M 31 181 114 n

Table 2. Mean decay rate and standard deviation measured for all subjects at all resistance
levels. Decay rates are defined as negative, due driving pressure creating negative flow.

Subject Decay rate (mean [std]) at added resistance (cmH2O)
None 0.4 0.8 1.2

1 -15.03 [3.72] -13.56 [2.62] -13.66 [4.37] -17.85 [7.86]
2 -31.43 [10.08] -44.94 [25.49] -42.29 [27.12] -33.25 [15.99]
3 -35.37 [10.29] -23.70 [6.92] -12.52 [5.23] -11.83 [3.66]
4 -21.24 [3.08] -22.05 [2.61] -20.61 [8.10] -17.89 [4.52]
5 -13.13 [5.46] -9.70 [4.43] -8.22 [2.90] -12.73 [8.48]
6 -20.90 [4.04] -17.40 [5.35] -22.64 [8.38] -6.29 [1.43]
7 -28.39 [7.93] -20.82 [6.99] -29.97 [10.13] -27.82 [9.42]
8 -15.39 [2.85] -19.43 [14.83] -18.99 [5.10] -16.90 [13.24]
9 -3.81 [1.09] -5.53 [4.53] -31.77 [26.11] -46.41 [69.39]
10 -18.56 [5.04] -25.70 [8.38] -28.80 [7.04] -19.25 [6.92]
11 -27.03 [6.60] -22.96 [5.37] -19.20 [4.38] -9.05 [2.85]
12 -8.16 [2.87] -13.91 [1.91] -13.79 [8.13] -12.29 [6.05]
13 -15.70 [5.03] -11.26 [3.14] -13.26 [4.91] -10.09 [4.94]
14 -35.30 [6.36] -29.81 [4.28] -23.25 [2.90] -16.86 [3.54]
15 -23.32 [4.00] -20.23 [3.55] -25.66 [9.82] -26.07 [9.47]

Table 3. Dynamic elastance and system resistance identified for each subject for each resistance
level.

Subject Ed (mean [std]) cmH2O/L Rd (mean [std]) cmH2Os/L
None 0.4 0.8 1.2 None 0.4 0.8 1.2

1 5.36 [0.45] 6.14 [0.47] 5.92 [0.14] 6.23 [0.42] -0.38 [0.10] -0.47 [0.08] -0.47 [0.13] -0.44 [0.22]
2 4.79 [0.73] 4.51 [0.50] 4.34 [0.48] 5.64 [0.55] -0.17 [0.06] 0.01 [0.30] -0.20 [0.19] -0.22 [0.10]
3 5.98 [0.44] 6.34 [0.30] 7.01 [1.74] 6.03 [0.63] -0.18 [0.05] -0.30 [0.11] -0.66 [0.30] -0.58 [0.25]
4 7.62 [0.61] 7.92 [0.51] 8.60 [0.77] 8.32 [0.49] -0.37 [0.06] -0.36 [0.05] -0.53 [0.33] -0.50 [0.14]
5 7.68 [1.14] 9.98 [1.43] 10.43 [1.21] 11.17 [1.75] -0.76 [0.50] -1.30 [0.69] -1.45 [0.55] -1.45 [1.00]
6 6.41 [0.60] 6.16 [0.27] 5.63 [0.19] 5.94 [0.36] -0.32 [0.08] -0.40 [0.17] -0.29 [0.11] -1.00 [0.24]
7 3.93 [0.35] 4.23 [0.54] 4.20 [0.45] 5.03 [0.52] -0.15 [0.05] -0.23 [0.09] -0.16 [0.06] -0.21 [0.09]
8 5.75 [0.86] 5.22 [1.01] 6.04 [0.64] 5.63 [0.86] -0.40 [0.15] -0.22 [0.45] -0.35 [0.11] -0.53 [0.30]
9 7.40 [2.21] 8.57 [2.00] 12.44 [2.60] 12.71 [4.59] -1.29 [1.08] -1.52 [2.04] -1.69 [6.26] 3.81 [10.94]
10 8.28 [1.20] 8.66 [0.60] 6.95 [1.18] 8.81 [1.04] -1.95 [0.21] -0.84 [1.42] -0.98 [4.62] 1.00 [2.07]
11 14.88 [4.00] 18.21 [3.11] 16.44 [2.97] 13.84 [1.10] -0.62 [0.30] -0.83 [0.21] -0.92 [0.35] -1.71 [0.57]
12 8.91 [1.31] 9.88 [1.14] 11.22 [1.77] 10.99 [0.75] -1.26 [0.51] -0.73 [0.14] -1.14 [0.65] -2.72 [4.57]
13 17.72 [1.34] 18.59 [2.60] 21.22 [3.55] 16.24 [3.51] -1.29 [0.55] -1.80 [0.67] -1.86 [0.77] -2.02 [1.05]
14 14.23 [1.42] 15.72 [0.60] 15.92 [0.77] 15.99 [1.10] -0.42 [0.12] -0.54 [0.06] -0.70 [0.09] -1.00 [0.26]
15 7.77 [1.01] 9.03 [1.31] 13.35 [2.91] 13.30 [2.65] -0.34 [0.07] -0.46 [0.13] -0.59 [0.22] -0.60 [0.37]

3.3 Mechanics

Table 3 presents the dynamic elastance and system resis-
tance calculated for each subject. Elastance values range
from 3.9-21.2 cmH2O/L, and generally had small variation
for each resistance level with a typical standard deviation
less than 1.0 cmH2Os/L. The system resistance calcu-
lated at all added resistance levels was very small, with
a maximum of 2.72 cmH2Os/L calculated for Subject 12.

Generally, the system resistance calculated was smaller
than the value of the external resistance alone.

Table 4 presents the occlusion resistance calculated for
each subject. This measured resistance is expected to
increase proportional to the added resistance. The results
generally match this expectation.
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Table 1. Subject data. Smokers were included in this study.

Subject Sex Age Height (cm) Weight (kg) Smoker

1 M 30 190 100 n
2 M 38 175 100 n
3 M 32 187 87 n
4 M 29 183 95 n
5 F 24 173 80 y
6 M 29 183 78 n
7 M 23 185 73 y
8 M 23 184 71 n
9 M 27 178 90 n
10 F 29 168 62 n
11 F 22 167 53 n
12 F 29 161 53 y
13 F 23 164 64 n
14 F 25 172 70 n
15 M 31 181 114 n

Table 2. Mean decay rate and standard deviation measured for all subjects at all resistance
levels. Decay rates are defined as negative, due driving pressure creating negative flow.

Subject Decay rate (mean [std]) at added resistance (cmH2O)
None 0.4 0.8 1.2

1 -15.03 [3.72] -13.56 [2.62] -13.66 [4.37] -17.85 [7.86]
2 -31.43 [10.08] -44.94 [25.49] -42.29 [27.12] -33.25 [15.99]
3 -35.37 [10.29] -23.70 [6.92] -12.52 [5.23] -11.83 [3.66]
4 -21.24 [3.08] -22.05 [2.61] -20.61 [8.10] -17.89 [4.52]
5 -13.13 [5.46] -9.70 [4.43] -8.22 [2.90] -12.73 [8.48]
6 -20.90 [4.04] -17.40 [5.35] -22.64 [8.38] -6.29 [1.43]
7 -28.39 [7.93] -20.82 [6.99] -29.97 [10.13] -27.82 [9.42]
8 -15.39 [2.85] -19.43 [14.83] -18.99 [5.10] -16.90 [13.24]
9 -3.81 [1.09] -5.53 [4.53] -31.77 [26.11] -46.41 [69.39]
10 -18.56 [5.04] -25.70 [8.38] -28.80 [7.04] -19.25 [6.92]
11 -27.03 [6.60] -22.96 [5.37] -19.20 [4.38] -9.05 [2.85]
12 -8.16 [2.87] -13.91 [1.91] -13.79 [8.13] -12.29 [6.05]
13 -15.70 [5.03] -11.26 [3.14] -13.26 [4.91] -10.09 [4.94]
14 -35.30 [6.36] -29.81 [4.28] -23.25 [2.90] -16.86 [3.54]
15 -23.32 [4.00] -20.23 [3.55] -25.66 [9.82] -26.07 [9.47]

Table 3. Dynamic elastance and system resistance identified for each subject for each resistance
level.

Subject Ed (mean [std]) cmH2O/L Rd (mean [std]) cmH2Os/L
None 0.4 0.8 1.2 None 0.4 0.8 1.2

1 5.36 [0.45] 6.14 [0.47] 5.92 [0.14] 6.23 [0.42] -0.38 [0.10] -0.47 [0.08] -0.47 [0.13] -0.44 [0.22]
2 4.79 [0.73] 4.51 [0.50] 4.34 [0.48] 5.64 [0.55] -0.17 [0.06] 0.01 [0.30] -0.20 [0.19] -0.22 [0.10]
3 5.98 [0.44] 6.34 [0.30] 7.01 [1.74] 6.03 [0.63] -0.18 [0.05] -0.30 [0.11] -0.66 [0.30] -0.58 [0.25]
4 7.62 [0.61] 7.92 [0.51] 8.60 [0.77] 8.32 [0.49] -0.37 [0.06] -0.36 [0.05] -0.53 [0.33] -0.50 [0.14]
5 7.68 [1.14] 9.98 [1.43] 10.43 [1.21] 11.17 [1.75] -0.76 [0.50] -1.30 [0.69] -1.45 [0.55] -1.45 [1.00]
6 6.41 [0.60] 6.16 [0.27] 5.63 [0.19] 5.94 [0.36] -0.32 [0.08] -0.40 [0.17] -0.29 [0.11] -1.00 [0.24]
7 3.93 [0.35] 4.23 [0.54] 4.20 [0.45] 5.03 [0.52] -0.15 [0.05] -0.23 [0.09] -0.16 [0.06] -0.21 [0.09]
8 5.75 [0.86] 5.22 [1.01] 6.04 [0.64] 5.63 [0.86] -0.40 [0.15] -0.22 [0.45] -0.35 [0.11] -0.53 [0.30]
9 7.40 [2.21] 8.57 [2.00] 12.44 [2.60] 12.71 [4.59] -1.29 [1.08] -1.52 [2.04] -1.69 [6.26] 3.81 [10.94]
10 8.28 [1.20] 8.66 [0.60] 6.95 [1.18] 8.81 [1.04] -1.95 [0.21] -0.84 [1.42] -0.98 [4.62] 1.00 [2.07]
11 14.88 [4.00] 18.21 [3.11] 16.44 [2.97] 13.84 [1.10] -0.62 [0.30] -0.83 [0.21] -0.92 [0.35] -1.71 [0.57]
12 8.91 [1.31] 9.88 [1.14] 11.22 [1.77] 10.99 [0.75] -1.26 [0.51] -0.73 [0.14] -1.14 [0.65] -2.72 [4.57]
13 17.72 [1.34] 18.59 [2.60] 21.22 [3.55] 16.24 [3.51] -1.29 [0.55] -1.80 [0.67] -1.86 [0.77] -2.02 [1.05]
14 14.23 [1.42] 15.72 [0.60] 15.92 [0.77] 15.99 [1.10] -0.42 [0.12] -0.54 [0.06] -0.70 [0.09] -1.00 [0.26]
15 7.77 [1.01] 9.03 [1.31] 13.35 [2.91] 13.30 [2.65] -0.34 [0.07] -0.46 [0.13] -0.59 [0.22] -0.60 [0.37]

3.3 Mechanics

Table 3 presents the dynamic elastance and system resis-
tance calculated for each subject. Elastance values range
from 3.9-21.2 cmH2O/L, and generally had small variation
for each resistance level with a typical standard deviation
less than 1.0 cmH2Os/L. The system resistance calcu-
lated at all added resistance levels was very small, with
a maximum of 2.72 cmH2Os/L calculated for Subject 12.

Generally, the system resistance calculated was smaller
than the value of the external resistance alone.

Table 4 presents the occlusion resistance calculated for
each subject. This measured resistance is expected to
increase proportional to the added resistance. The results
generally match this expectation.

Table 4. Occlusion resistance was calculated for each subject at each resistance level. The
resistance is expected to increase by 0.4 cmH2Os/L per resistance level.

Subject Rocc (mean [std]) cmH2Os/L
None 0.4 0.8 1.2

1 3.46 [0.54] 3.19 [0.22] 3.60 [0.33] 4.62 [0.81]
2 3.63 [0.34] 3.72 [1.00] 4.54 [1.07] 5.07 [1.00]
3 3.48 [0.29] 4.09 [0.35] 4.42 [0.40] 4.84 [0.90]
4 3.82 [0.73] 3.99 [0.40] 4.23 [0.39] 4.86 [1.10]
5 4.73 [0.64] 5.06 [0.66] 5.37 [0.55] 5.78 [0.63]
6 6.05 [0.64] 6.64 [0.27] 6.61 [0.48] 6.87 [0.50]
7 3.53 [0.37] 4.18 [0.36] 4.20 [0.33] 4.67 [0.51]
8 5.60 [0.93] 5.42 [0.62] 5.85 [0.77] 6.18 [0.73]
9 3.75 [0.37] 4.03 [0.37] 4.37 [0.43] 5.01 [0.83]
10 3.73 [0.29] 4.09 [1.22] 4.51 [0.43] 4.40 [0.48]
11 4.69 [0.48] 5.03 [0.25] 5.75 [0.51] 5.93 [0.90]
12 4.17 [0.33] 5.28 [1.57] 5.12 [0.53] 5.08 [0.45]
13 6.70 [0.45] 7.09 [1.37] 8.15 [1.11] 8.24 [0.92]
14 4.36 [0.22] 5.36 [1.60] 5.39 [1.09] 5.15 [0.63]
15 3.74 [0.34] 3.92 [0.42] 4.84 [0.80] 5.13 [0.58]

Fig. 5. Large amounts of noise were added to the flow
signal when a venturi was added in series before the
flow sensor. Three venturis were used in this study,
with constrictions of diameter diameters of 9.5 mm,
10.5 mm and 12.5 mm. (Flow L/s, Pressure Pa)

4. DISCUSSION

The region of flow decay was easily identifiable and linear
at 0 cmH2Os/L added resistance for all subjects, except
Subject 9. It is assumed the shutter will superimpose an
exponentially decaying flow on the expected airflow, pre-
dicted by the average tidal breathing waveform. However,
Subject 9 reacted to the shutter by significantly reducing
respiratory effort, as shown in Figure 6, decreasing mouth
pressure mid-way through the occlusion. In addition to
reacting to the shutter occluding airflow, it is possible this
subject was reacting to the sound of the computer mouse
clicking, as the shutter would activate on the following
breath.

In general, the measured decay rates had fairly large
variation with the standard deviation often as high as
30% of the mean value. Subjects 2 and 3 in particular
had extremely large variation in measured decay rate.
The subjects had a variety of different looking post-
shutter waveforms, but no significant reduction in driving
pressure. However, the changes in airflow shape indicate
possible muscular reaction to shuttering, which could
affect the decay rate.

Fig. 6. Flow (L/s) measurements for Subject 9 were lower
than expected after shutter release. Airflow measured
after shuttering was less than average tidal airflow
(purple line) and pressure (Pa) reduced during shutter
closure, indicating a muscular reflex in response to the
shutter.

The shutter mechanism was triggered manually at the
computer, and LFX software would typically close the
shutter on the following breath at or after peak flow. The
shutter duration is intentionally short, at 200 ms, to avoid
disturbing the subject or encouraging extra breathing
effort to oppose the shuttering. However, due to software
limitations, the shutter duration could not be reduced
further.

Resistance calculated from the decay rate was very small,
often less than the value of added resistance alone. Airflow
induced by the shutter starts at low resistance areas in
centre of airways with low skin friction effect from airways
and spirometer walls. Because the airflow decays quickly,
with only 20-50 mL measured, the airflow measured re-
flects these low resistance areas. Hence, the effect of total
respiratory system resistance can not be measured by the
decay rate, and the decay rate may be more appropriate
for monitoring trends in restrictive lung conditions.

The QV loop shows a linear relationship between flow
and volume after shuttering, suggesting lung mechanics
measured during shuttering are the same as for standard
low effort, expiratory tidal breathing. Hence, the elastance
measured at the end of shuttering, should be appropriate
to model end-expiratory elastance, which should be mostly
passive.
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Reference values of lung elastance for healthy subjects
range about 2-10 cmH2Os/L, and the elastance of the chest
wall is approximately the same as the lungs (Cherniak and
Brown (1965); Galetke et al. (2007); Desai and Moustarah
(2019)). The chest wall acts to expand outwards at tidal
lung volume, so most of the elastic force driving airflow is
expected to be due to lung tissue recoil and any additional
compressive muscular force. The elastance measurements
in this study generally fit into the range expected for lung
recoil alone.

Higher measured elastance indicates high additional driv-
ing effort during expiration. As an example, the driving
pressure measured for Subject 13 was around 15 cmH2O,
significantly higher than Subject 12 at 6 cmH2O. This
large change in effort is reflected in the elastance mea-
surements. For many subjects, measured elastance did not
increase as external resistance was added, as may have
been expected, suggesting muscular breathing effort did
not change significantly with the small additional resis-
tance.

Rocc represents the resistance of the entire respiratory
system including any external resistances, and increased
as expected as extra resistance was added. Hence, Rocc is
able to monitor resistance trends over time. Resistance of
the plethysmograph and mouthpiece was measured to be
approximately 1.5 cmH2Os/L. Subtracting the spirometer
and external resistance, the resistance measured for all
subjects is as expected for healthy subjects at around 1.5-
2.5 cmH2Os/L (Ward (2005); Guo et al. (2005)).

4.1 Limitations

The relative contributions of lung tissue and muscular
breathing effort can not be separated from the measured
elastance by shuttering. Subjects in this study showed a
range of breathing effort. However, for subjects with res-
piratory illness, eg COPD, the relative effect of breathing
effort may be reduced, as their capacity for breathing effort
is reduced.

The shutter duration was fairly long, at 200-250 ms.
Reducing the occlusion to 100 ms, may lead to better
consistency in results, as there is less time for subjects
to react to shuttering.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This proof of concept study presents a novel method to
measure lung mechanics of tidally breathing subjects non-
invasively. This new test was able to produce reasonable
estimates of dynamic lung elastance, providing new insight
into expiratory breathing effort. Clinically, this lung func-
tion test could impact current practise as does not require
high levels of cooperation from the subject, allowing a
wider cohort of patients to be assessed. Additionally, this
test is accessible as it can be performed using a standard
spirometer with in-built shutter.
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